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On April 18,1985, at 1454, with Unit 3 in Mode 1 at 100 percent power, the Train B
C:ntainment Purge Isolation System (CPIS) actuated on a high iodine signal from
C ntainment Airborne Radiation Monitor 3RE-7807A2 (Iodine Channel). Since there was no
purge in progress and all of the CPIS components were already closed, this was a logic
circuit actuation only. The charcoal filter was replaced, which cleared the alarm state,
and CPIS was reset at 1537.

Tha CPIS actuation was due to the failure of the high voltage power supply card which
caused the detector to read more activity than existed. The high voltage card was
replaced and the monitor was retested satisfactorily. Additionally, since the monitor
was already out 'of service for the repair, the 31 day surveillance and 92 day lube were
perfonned with no further problems. The cause of the high voltage power supply failure
could not be determined and is considered an isolated occurrence. 3RE-7807A2 was
returned to service at 1830 on May 7,1985.

There are no reasonable or credible circumstances under which this event could have been
more severe.-
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On' April 18,1985,-at-1454, with Unit 3 in Mode 1 at 100 percent power, the Train B
Containment Purge Isolation System (CPIS) (EIIS System Code VA) actuated on a high
icdine' signal from Containment Airborne Radiation Monitor (EIIS Component Code RT)

'3RE-7807A2 (Iodine Channel). Since there was no purge in progress and all of the CPIS
components were-already closed, this was a logic circuit actuation only. The charcoal
filter was replaced, which cleared the alarm state,-and CPIS was reset at 1537.

. The actuation was initially. attributed to a~ buildup of background iodine on the
charcoal filter which has been high.due to RCS leakage (see LER 3-85-001, Docket
No. 50-362). The iinnediate corrective action was to change the filter and accelerate
the weekly filter changes to once every eight (8) hours. However, the detector's
mete: reading seemed high and an investigation was performed. The investigation
revealed that the actual iodine activity count from the filter should have given a
meter reading of 2.41 E5, but the actual meter reading was 3.96 E6. According to the
activity count calculations, this was 16.4 times higher than expected, indicating a
malfunction in the detector. A maintenance order was initiated to determine the cause
of the malfunction.-

Troubleshooting determined that the cause of the high reading, resulting in the CPIS
actuation, was the high voltage (HV) power supply card which had failed high, causing
the meter to read more activity than existed. The HV card was replaced and the .
monitor was retested satisfactorily. Additionally, since the monitor was already out
of service for the repair, the 31 day surveillance and 92 day lube were performed with
no further problems. The cause of the HV power supply failure could not be determined
and is considered an isolated occurrence. 3RE-7807A2 was returned to service at 1830
en May' 7,1985.

There are no reasonable or credible circumstances under which this event could have
been more severe. .Neither the health and safety of plant personnel nor the health and
safety of the public was _affected.
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U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission
~ Document Control Desk ~
.-Washington,-|D.C. 20555

Sub' ject: . Docket No. 50-362-
30-Day Report-'

; Licensee Event Report No. 85-014:
.

San-Onofre. Nuclear. Generating Station, Unit 3

?Pu'rsuant to~CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv),.this submittal provides the required'30-day
wri.tten Licensee Event Report (LER) .for 'an occurrence involving an actuation
'of the Containment Purge Isolation System. ,Neither the health and-safety,of-
plant personnel:nor the health and safety.of the public was affected by,this

= event.-
' - ~
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,If-you-require any additional information, please.so| advise.'

'Sincer ly, ~ ^"--
"- '

b: M
,

Enclosure: .LER No. 85-014

cc: F.:R.:Huey'.(USNRC Senior Resident-Inspector, Units 1, 2 and 3)'
-J. P.. Stewart (USNRC Resident Inspector, Units 2 and 3)

J. B.' Martin (Regional Administrator, Units-2 and 3).

' Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
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